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NEI-Industry Agenda--NRC FQ Meeting

• Introduction and Overview
- Ellen Ginsberg, NEI

• Perspectives on Project Finance 
- Kenneth Hansen, Chadbourne & Parke LLP

• Legal Basis for FQ License Conditiong Q
- John Matthews, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP

• Roadmap for Close-OutRoadmap for Close Out
- David Repka, Winston & Strawn LLP
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Industry Overview

• Issue: NRC regulations create an issue re the timing and 
means of demonstrating the financial qualifications of a non-

( )utility generator (“merchant generators”) 
• NEI and industry believe NRC can appropriately use license 

conditions to resolve the FQ licensing issue for utility g y
applicants
- NRC Workshop - October 11, 2012
- NEI Letter to Chairman Macfarlane - November 13, 2012,
- Chairman Macfarlane’s response – December 18, 2012

• An FQ license condition would be included in a Combined 
License (COL) – with a specific verifiable showing as aLicense (COL) with a specific, verifiable showing as a 
precondition to NRC-licensed construction
- Closure subject to NRC inspection confirmation
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Project Finance Process

• Merchant generators may secure funding for construction 
through Project Finance modelg j

• The certainty provided by the COL is likely to be necessary for 
a Project Finance transaction

- The FQ license condition resolves the “chicken or the egg” 
dilemma while providing sufficient, objective information 
for NRC to make a finding of reasonable assuranceg

• Project Finance lenders impose rigorous requirements to 
establish project viability

• Upon closing, the funds for construction costs and related fuel 
cycle costs will be made available
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Key Industry Perspectives
• Commission has used License Conditions to satisfy NRC licensing 

requirements  
- Confirmation of post-licensing actions satisfies NRC regulationsConfirmation of post licensing actions satisfies NRC regulations
- Commission has specifically endorsed FQ license conditions

• In concept, FQ license condition is no different than other design and 
construction details that will be confirmed through normal NRC inspection and 
oversightoversight

• Nothing in NRC FQ regulations prohibits use of a robust license condition that 
will be satisfied prior to any NRC licensed construction
- NRC has broad discretion in determining “reasonable assurance” of FQ
- In the AEA Congress deferred to the Commission to determine what financial- In the AEA, Congress deferred to the Commission to determine what financial 

qualifications an applicant must demonstrate to construct and operate a reactor license:
“Each application for a license . . . shall specifically state such information as the 
Commission, by rule or regulation, may determine to be necessary to decide such of 
the technical and financial qualifications of the applicant . . . as the Commission may 
d i t f th li ” ( h i dd d) (AEA S ti 182( ))deem appropriate for the license” (emphasis added). (AEA Section 182(a))

- Part 50 language re “obtaining funds” is prospective, and actually supports use of FQ 
license condition
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